
LOCATION_ Adeje, Tenerife

Latitude_ 28° North

Longitude_ 16°  West

Climate_ Subtropical, with several microclimates

Gentle temperatures_ Annual media 21°

Mean rainfall_  0-100 mm

High relative humidity
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Smell

Smelling vegetable species and
materials are used in order to create
different environments. We can find
sweeter and softer odorants near
the balconies and terraces of the
complex, in order to make this
spaces suitable for staying and relax.

Wind direction is taken into account
in order to make the essences rest in
a certain area or move while the
wind blows.

Annual wind direction

Touch Touch can be stimulated by different textures in the desing of
spaces. Tradicional stones and pine wood offer a great contrast,
which is complemented by vegetation. Materials can be noticed
when we touch the walls, when we walk with bare feet across

different grounds, even also with the sight.

Private areas can be defined by vegetable species such as cactus
or those which are drier.

Colors and contrast are the base for the designing of the surrounding area in order to
stimulare the sight perception of the visitors.

Color blue of the sea and the sky brings calm, tranquility and healing. Green color is
associated with peace and stability. On the other hand, we also find red, oranges and
yellow in accurate quantity to give joy, energy, happiness, passion and love.

All these colors are found in nature, which is considered in the design of the project. On
the other hand, building materials are supposed to be less striking, a combination of local
materials such as pine wood,stone and rustic plaster rendered in light colors offer us the
contrast we are looking for.

Hearing Regional fauna, such as birds, lizards, small mammals and insects live in
spaces defined by trees and local vegetation. This not only represent another
further step to a friendly environmental project, but also brings us the
opportunity to train our hearing sense thanks to the beautiful trills and

different sounds animals make.
Both wind blows, which move the leaves from the trees, and the sea, small
fountains and water courses, bring always a calmly background melody
perfect to rest and disconnect from stress and cities.

Local products are included in all the menu of the
restaurant. The human body needs energy and this
comes from food. Ecological production will assured

the best quality of the products, which are the basis
of a healthy and balanced body.

TasteSight

VARIETY IN VEGETAL SPECIES ROUGHNESS AND SOFTNESS TO DEFINE SPACES AND USES| GROUND AND WALLS, EVERYTHING CAN BE TOUCHED| FLORA, FAUNA, MATERIALS|

HUMIDITY ||SMELLING SPECIES WIND BLOWS|DESIGNING WITH WOOD|INSECTS ASSURE POLLINATION|CROSS-VENTILATION|CONTROL THE SIZE SECTIONS TO STIMULATE AIR FLOWS

CONTRAST, LIGHT AND COLOR |TERRACES AND BALCONIES |COLORFUL FLOWERS AND SPECIES |COLOR MEANINGS AND PERCEPTION|NATURE AND ARTIFICIAL DESING | PERSPECTIVE AND SCALEBACKGROUND TEXTURES AND DETAILS |

Hearing Taste Touch Smell Sight Balance

These symbols represent the sense most considered in
each area. Even though they are always taken into account
in the selection of materials and the location of vegetation
and paths, in some places the presence of one or another
is stronger.

In those places which all of them have a strong influence,
we can reach the balance with ourselves and nature.

OCOTEA FOETENS

SHADOW FLOWERS SIZE

M

Vegetation
main species

Balance

PRUNUS LUSITANICA

SHADOW FLOWERS SIZE

S

JUNIPERUS CEDRUS

SHADOW FLOWERS SIZE

L

DRACAENA DRACO

SHADOW FLOWERS SIZE

M

PINUS CANARIENSIS

SHADOW FLOWERS SIZE

L

Little wood boxes are located in hidden spaces. They are places
to find harmony, they are places to disconnect from the rest of
the world, they are an open room in the middle of the nature.
There people can relax and find themselves.

As we look for a sustainable project, we preserve all the old
structures which will held the main programme of the centre.
Two more buildings are added in order to enlarge the
multi-functional spaces, but as they are placed where old
buildings where projected, those structures can be used too.

Several paths link all the buildings. They are walkways made
of pine wood, which not only is it a local material, but it also
brings a special smell to the project, which is one of the
things we are looking for, as we have mentioned before. The
density, orientation and position of the logs it's essencial to
control the smell, wind blows and sights we perceive.

Saving and optimizing energy is also an important issue, so all
the energy installations are into the same building. This will
save space and make the energy production easier.

The whole thalassotherapy centre is considered as a temple for the senses.
The principal aim of this project is to consider all our senses in the design of the
spaces and the environment.

That leads us to think carefully about materials, vegetation, environmental
issues, air purity and local techniques.

All together will bring us an ideal complex where we can find silence, calm and
harmony that will help us to find ourselves.

Sense & Sensibility

SILENCE|HARMONY|MEDITATION||CONCENTRATION|| PEACE| CALMWELLNESS
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Arrows show wind
direction. The different
colours tell us what kind
of odorant particles the
air is moving.

Sweet-flowery smells

Fresh-grass smells

Pine smell

Fresh-trees smell

Strong-flowery smell
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